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Executive Summary

ABOUT THE PROJECT

PROJECT SCOPE

In collaboration with Genentech, Team Glacé researched,
designed, and demonstrated how technology and information can come together to bring value to Genentech’s
field-based sales workforce, also known as Clinical
Specialists (CSs). Making sure that CSs have tools to help
them work effectively and are easy to use is critical to their
success.

In order to satisfy Genentech’s needs, the objectives
of this project were to:

We selected “Territory Planning” as our main focus from
ideas submitted by Genentech CSs to an internal incubator program called SparkTank. The primary goal of this
idea is to provide CSs with valuable contextual information so they can quickly adjust their schedules when they
find themselves with an unexpected period of downtime.
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1 Assess the gaps and opportunities in existing tools CSs
use by understanding the information that they generate, consume, and share.
2 Design a solution that supports CSs’ needs by understanding their ecosystem and workflow.
3 Determine how to address the needs of various CS
experience levels as well as their different
technology expectations.

FINDINGS

This report contains information mainly about the second
phase of the project between Genentech and Carnegie
Mellon University aimed at improving the work process
of Clinical Specialists. This part is devoted to designing,
prototyping, and testing a tool based on the insights found
during the Research phase. The former included user research, data analysis and synthesis, and is described in the
Research Report.

Based on our analysis, we identified areas for potential
improvement that we used for designing and prototyping a
solution over Summer 2013.

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

2 We found the reasons for these application issues lie
in the product development process — user needs are
not taken into account as much as they could be.

During the first four months we conducted user research,
which included investigating the workflow of both CSs
in the field and employees at Genentech home office in
South San Francisco. Applying various methods we gained
a thorough understanding of CSs’ work process.

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH: PAGE 4

1 We found that CSs experience problems while using
mobile and desktop applications. In particular, data
is trapped and CSs are not able to access it in critical
moments when they are out in the field.

3 We saw a need to improve internal communication
channels because home office and field representatives
do not interact face-to-face often enough.

MAJOR FINDINGS: PAGE 8

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Executive Summary

ITERATIVE DESIGN PROCESS

FINAL CONCEPT

Our design ideas are focused around the themes of
improving communication within teams, timely access
of relevant information in the field, decision-making
support, and making data input easier. We worked with
Genentech to brainstorm additional visions, which led us
to further ideation and concept refinement.

We conducted 3 iterations of designing, prototyping and
testing. Our final interactive prototype is Genee, an iPad
application and Genee Ball, a separate object, which
provides voice access to the application when CSs need to
avoid visual distractions, for example, while driving.

Summer 2013 was devoted to designing a solution that
addresses issues identified in the research. We used
an iterative process to arrive at our solution: design,
prototype, test, and analyze. After each build and test
cycle, we synthesized feedback from users, experts, and
our clients to refine our prototypes.

To sum up, this project involved user research, identifying
major insights, and creating a solution to improve issues
revealed. The final prototype we made addresses the
most severe issues we found during the research phase
in Spring: the need to have all relevant information to
make a decision about the next visit, and the difficulty in
sharing information with the territory team. A detailed
description of the product may be found in the
Specification section of this report in the Appendix. We
also included several opportunities for improvement that
could be implemented in the future.

CONCLUSION

FINAL DESIGN PROTOTYPE: PAGE 32
DESIGN PROCESS: PAGE 44
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Executive Summary

PROJECT TIMELINE

Our 7-month-long project consists of 2 phases: exploratory field research and design. The first phase ran from
January to May of 2013 and involved field research with
CSs and various participants at Genentech’s headquarters in South San Francisco. As a team, we synthesized
research data, analyzed breakdowns, and came up with
key findings. The second phase of the project spanned
from May to August and consisted of designing, prototyping, and testing an interactive system. As a team, we
participated in brainstorming and visioning sessions,
created paper prototypes, wireframes, and interactive
prototypes which were iteratively improved based on user
testing sessions and feedback.
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We presented our final interactive prototype to Genentech
Home Office on August 5 in South San Francisco.
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Exploratory Research

This section contains an overview of our project domain,
summary of exploratory research, and explains the transition between our design and prototyping phases.
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Exploratory Research

OUR USERS AND THEIR NEEDS
CLINICAL SPECIALISTS

USERS’ NEEDS

At Genentech, Clinical Specialists (CSs) are fieldbased sales professionals who develop long-term strategic relationships with health care providers (HCPs)
such as physicians, nurses, and office staff. CSs educate HCPs about the potential benefits and treatment
strategies of Genentech medicines. Understanding CSs’
needs and determining how technology and information
can help them effectively connect with HCPs is crucial to
their success.

CSs throughout the U.S. submitted their needs to
SparkTank, an internal incubator program. From these
ideas, we chose to focus on “Territory Planning”. The
primary goal of this idea is to provide CSs with valuable contextual information when they find themselves with an unexpected period of free time and
allow CSs to make informed decisions on how to optimize their sales calls based on their immediate area and
HCPs’ availability. Additionally, this information can
be beneficial to a new CS who is acclimating to his/her
sales territory.
We started the project by formulating a so-called “Hunt
Statement” for research and design inspiration.
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HUNT STATEMENT

Design an innovative solution
to enhance communications and
relationships between Clinical Specialists
and prescribers to help them determine
effective medical strategies and treatments.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Exploratory Research

SPRING RESEARCH
USER RESEARCH

The aim of this project is to improve the work process
of Genentech’s Clinical Specialists. To accomplish this
goal, we started by conducting exploratory user research in Spring 2013. To understand their needs, we
met and spent an entire working day with three CSs
in Washington, D.C. We also interviewed stakeholders who create applications and materials CSs use to
understand the work ecosystem. We traveled to Genentech headquarters in South San Francisco, where
we interviewed 5 people: Lead BA, IT Architect, UX
Lead, and two Brand Marketers. We also had a phone
interview with two IT Support people.
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We synthesized our raw data, notes, and observations
using a structured interpretation process described in
more detail in our Research Report.
We looked at the current workflow from the two different perspectives and compared them to each other. We
identified several areas for improvement.
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Exploratory Research

MAJOR FINDINGS
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A CS

APPLICATION ISSUES

We observed CSs during lunch appointments and dropins to visit prescribers. We found they have a sophisticated process for deciding which prescribers to visit. CSs
need to take into account a multitude of disparate
data sources including target list, sales data, traffic
condition and time of day. Managing all this information is challenging on-the-go and especially distracting while driving. For more details see page 40 in the
Research Report.

CSs have difficulty accessing relevant data in the field
using their mobile and desktop applications. Also,
CSs do not have a designated space to share information about accounts with their territory team.
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CSs obtain useful data about HCPs’ contact information, preferences, and availability, which would be useful
to their colleagues. They find it easier to enter data on
paper instead of digital systems because it is quicker and
less conducive to errors. For more details see page 66 in
the Research Report.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

In the product development cycle, user needs are not
taken into account as much as they could be. Feedback
from users do not always make it back into the technical
requirements. Additionally, the need to satisfy multiple
stakeholders with competing interests means sometimes
solutions are created that are not specifically tailored
for CSs. For more details see page 84 in the Research
Report.

CSs feel disconnected from the home office, with
whom they rarely get to meet with face-to-face. Their
feedback is being filtered by intermediate parties. CSs’
voices may not be heard by application developers and
Business Analysts. We see an opportunity to strengthen
communication channels between the home office and
field representatives. For more details see page 100 on
the Research Report.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Exploratory Research

PROBLEM FOCUS
INITIAL VISIONING IN PITTSBURGH

To address the issues revealed during the research
phase, our team conducted several visioning sessions,
which included brainstorming and drawing out possible
solutions.
Visioning required us to quickly come up with rough
scenarios of existing problems and opportunities where
new designs could improve the status-quo. Each vision is
a story illustrating how a user would operate a hypothetical tool to solve their problem.

12
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Visioning Session in Pittsburgh

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Exploratory Research

PROBLEM FOCUS
VISIONING WORKSHOP IN SAN FRANCISCO

After presenting our research results on May 5, 2013 we
led a 3-hour-long visioning workshop with stakeholders
at the home office. The goal was to narrow down our focus by selecting a specific subset of problems to address.

We identified two problem areas we needed to address
in our tool.
1 CSs NEED A RECOMMENDER AND AGGREGATOR

Clinical Specialists need to use various information
sources to make a decision on which prescriber to
visit. At the moment, sources are located in different
applications, which sometimes have problems with
synchronization.
Solution proposed: The “Magic 8 Ball” concept,
which provides recommendations by aggregating
data from Target List, Sales Data, SFA (Sales Force
Automation), et. al.
Possible usage: CS shakes the “Magic 8 Ball” when
he finds himself in an unexpected situation has to
quickly decide where to go. After shaking, an internal algorithm takes into account current location,
time of day, traffic situation, and all Sales Data. As a
result, the Ball tells the CS where to go and provides
turn-by-turn driving directions.
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2 CSs ACCESS AND CONSUME INFORMATION
Clinical Specialists use Customer Relationship
Management systems (CRM) to get information, but
it is difficult to get them to contribute. What are the
possible ways to motivate and incentivize CSs to add
more information into the CRM system?
−− Increase their bonus.
−− Decrease time doing tedious work, reducing burdens.
−− Let them have fun by turning updating information
into a game.
Solution proposed: Game allowing to create a character; a Second-Life concept. CSs compete with each
other in how much help they provide to their peers.

TOPICS NOT EXPLORED ANY FURTHER

There were also other topics our clients suggested we
need not explore any further, because they already have
internal teams working on fixing these issues.
−− Tool that helps choose the most effective marketing
materials in the iDetail application to promote drugs
to prescribers.
−− Personal assistant/CS dispatcher who suggests
which practice CSs can go to. Basically, it is a human
analogue to the Magic 8 Ball described above.
−− Application that helps CSs maintain relationships
with non-prescribers: nurses and office staff.
−− An easy way for CSs to report suggestions and requirements for applications.

Possible usage: CSs play a virtual game and earn
points by doing useful tasks for their team. For example, they can remind everyone about an important
event, or enter data into the CRM.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Exploratory Research
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Mindmap from our visioning session with Genentech home office

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Design Direction

We describe our visions and how they matured based on
stakeholders’ feedback. We also explain how we evaluated concepts with users, peers, and internally to choose
a design direction to explore for the prototyping phase.

20 Clinical Specialists’ Values
20 Design Principles
21

Visions

22 Concept Validation
24 Selection Process
26 Product Radar Evaluation
28 Selected Concept 1: Genee
30 Selected Concept 2: Shared Digital Notebook

Design Direction

CSV = CS’s VALUES

We formulated a list of CSs’ Values with insights derived from our research phase and from the home office
visioning workshop:
CSV-1 PRODUCTIVE MEETINGS WITH HCPs

Key to successful drug promotion and sales.
CSV-2 RELIABLE ACCESS TO DATA

Timely access to information about accounts and sales.
CSV-3 EFFECTIVE USE OF TIME

The more time CSs can spend engaging with HCPs, the
more they can raise awareness of the drug.
CSV-4 FLEXIBILITY IN PLANNING

CSs choose how to use their resources and apply strategies to plan their sales calls.

DP = DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Our solution needs to provide CSs with quick and
reliable access to data to ensure productive meetings
with HCPs. With CSs’ Values in mind, we formulated the
following design principles to guide our design strategy
decisions:
DP-1 EFFICIENCY IS TOP PRIORITY

Enable fast, accurate decision-making under time constraints, allowing CSs to spend their time where they can
make the most impact.
DP-2 SUPPORT CS’s INDEPENDENCE

Adapt to different sales styles CSs use, allow them to
personalize tool to achieve their goals.
DP-3 TOOL AS A PARTNER, NOT A BOSS

CSs should feel the tool assists them as opposed
to being prescriptive.
DP-4 MINIMIZE DISTRACTIONS

CSs should not be distracted while driving.
Tool provides voice input/output alternatives.
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VISIONS

Our most developed visions were informed by findings
in our exploratory research phase, CSs’ Values, and
Design Principles. A brief description of each follows
below. Storyboards corresponding to these visions can
be found in the Appendix.
1 Flexible Display
A soft, lightweight display that shows CSs pertinent
information to help them accomplish their goals.

4 CSs: Setting Own Realistic Goals and Milestones
A data visualization tool where CSs can set their personal goals and compare them against their sales.
5 Note-Digitizing App
A tool that automatically captures and recognizes
handwritten notes, and then updates apps with this
information.

2 Shared Digital Notebook
A repository where CSs from the same territory can
share notes.

6 Map-and-Table Based Target List
A prioritized list of prescribers that can be viewed in
two ways: table and map. The map provides proximal practices relative to CS’s current location.

3 Magic 8 Ball
A tool that provides CSs with suggestions about
which HCP to visit next and transcribes voice recordings of reminders that are saved to a database.

7 Communication Bracelet
A wearable artifact that allows CSs to share voice
notes and reminders with their team. The bracelet
changes color as more incoming messages appear.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Design Direction

CONCEPT VALIDATION

We conducted concept validation sessions using the
“Speed Dating” technique, a method where we
rapidly show participants several concepts in storyboard form depicting scenarios of use.
VALIDATION WITH CSs

VALIDATION WITH PEERS

Our goal was to get their feedback regarding which
concepts had potential to improve their work process.
We conducted a remote concept validation session
with three CSs from Washington, D.C. We shared our
storyboards with them in electronic form and had a
phone discussion.

Our goal was to get suggestions from a point of view
different than that of our users’. We showed our concepts to our peers who have strong design and technology background. Speed dating helped us understand
potential issues with our concepts and think of ways to
help fix them.

“I like the fact that you can organize your notes.”

“Couldn’t I do it with my iPhone?”

			

“Should the display be embedded in the “8 Ball”?”

ERIN, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

“How does “8 Ball” or Digital Super Notebook
connect to existing systems?”
“Wouldn’t users spam each other with redundant
information if you allow them to share notes?”
OUR PEERS

22
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CONCEPT VALIDATION QUOTES FROM CSs
Erin – Audio & Visual Person

Patricia – Visual Person

Barbara – Visual Person

"I love the idea of sharing information."

“I would like to be able to erase my reminder once I’m done.”

"I'd like to have voice reminders. I use Voice Memo app."

“Dr. Raj's daughter graduated from Harvard. that's good.
Otherwise, you shouldn't be putting down info like Dr. Raj is
only using 47 weeks of therapy as opposed to 52, because he
feels that's enough. That's the only concern that I have: that
data should not be there.”

SHARED DIGITAL NOTEBOOK
"I use traffic radio station or call my husband and ask about
it."
“I like the idea of information sharing but I doubt if it’s
possible to have much free text due to regulation.”
“Are there notes I wouldn’t share with my team?”
"I am concerned about regulatory issues with the free text."

“I wouldn't write something where the doctor is using
something off label. You don't want to put that kind of
information in writing: ‘This drug is the last ditch effort’.”

"I like the fact that you can organize it. I currently use
Evernote."

“The majority of reps realize what they can and cannot put
down on paper; what to document and not to document.’’
"I now use Documents on the go."
"I use paper. I know it is an old-fashioned way."
MAP AND TABLE BASED TARGET LIST
"I like that it can tell me where to go and what to do."

"It's really interesting! It's different."

"I like the map and the traffic; that you show it."

"However, I'd prefer to do my own analysis"

"I like the turn-by-turn directions."

"Will the system require me to input a lot of my personal
data in order to provide meaningful suggestions?"

"Veterans may not need to see map since they know their
locations already, newer people may benefit from maps. I
only need address as I know my areas well.”
“I don’t look consistently at Sales Data.”

MAGIC 8 BALL
“I like the reminder.”
“I like the idea of recording my voice but could probably
do that on the iPhone.”

"I am a visual person, audio messages are not enough for
me to understand all the info.”

“I like it!”

“How do I erase the reminders?”

“I would prefer that the 8 ball would be small enough so that I
wouldn't leave it in the car and so that it would be easy to
carry in our bag.”

"I like the idea of a little mic. That way there's no need
to take notes."

“I would like Magic 8 ball on keychain because I don’t leave
valuable things (sunglasses, GPS) in my car.”

"I like the idea of transferring verbal data to the system."

SET REALISTIC GOALS AND MILESTONES
“I’m not a fan of this thing.”

“Our goal is our goal. We’re given it.”

“That could be helpful when we do our end of year review.”

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Design Direction

SELECTION PROCESS

Getting feedback and suggestions from our users and
peers helped us narrow down the scope to two most
promising concepts:
MAGIC 8 BALL + MAP-AND-TABLE BASED TARGET LIST

Users were excited about having an assistant when
they are pressed for time. However, they did not want
to interact with a solely audio-based system because
they are visual thinkers. CSs reacted positively to Mapand-Table Based Target List and thought that being
able to see visual information about practices was
useful.
SHARED DIGITAL NOTEBOOK + FLEXIBLE DISPLAY

Both users and peers liked the concept of having easy
access to their notes to quickly prepare for meetings
with HCPs. They were also enthusiastic about the collaborative aspect of sharing information with teammates.
We decided to evaluate these two visions described
below.
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Concepts we did not move forward with were:
NOTE-DIGITIZING APP

While the functionality was useful, this concept did not
allow the same level of flexibility and personalization
that Shared Digital Notebook did. The scope of this
concept could be a feature within a larger system
rather than a more holistic vision with broader impact.
COMMUNICATION BRACELET

Shared Digital Notebook also accomplishes the same
goal with a less obtrusive sharing mechanism. The idea
of having an artifact worn on the wrist elicited concerns over privacy.
SETTING PERSONAL GOALS AND MILESTONES

Users reacted negatively to this concept because they
stated they have to meet the goals set forth by home
office and that personal ones are inconsequential.

Peer review “Speed Dating” of our concepts

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Design Direction

PRODUCT RADAR EVALUATION

We used a “Product Radar Chart”, a tool widely used
in product development, to compare the two most
promising concepts on several dimensions that incorporate CSs’ Values (CSV) and our Design Principles
(DP) introduced on page 18.
Using the Product Radar Chart brought transparency
to the decision making process because we could easily
visualize the advantages, deficiencies, and trade-offs
between concepts. Evaluating concepts along each dimension also solidified our mutual understanding of what
aspects of the product are most important to satisfy.
The first four dimensions, Efficiency and Time Saving; Personalization; Tool Is a Partner, Not A Boss; and
Minimal Distractions were based on CSs’ Values and
Design Principles.
The other four dimensions, Sure of Time Frame; Ease
of Implementation; Technical Feasibility; and Innovation
reflected our personal expectations about our solution
and confidence in being able to execute our vision.
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We plotted each concept in each dimension separately,
and assigned an average of points to each corresponding dimension. Each concept received from 0 to 10
points on each of the eight dimensions.
Genee Ball concept has shown relatively high results
on all dimensions. Shared Digital Notebook lost to
Genee Ball in dimensions important for us: Technical
Feasibility, Ease of Implementation, and Sure of Time
Frame. The idea of Shared Digital Notebook was valuable for users, but it might have been difficult for us to
implement it on a flexible display.
We decided to go ahead with both concepts: Genee
Ball and Shared Digital Notebook. There were technological feasibility issues we were afraid of with flexible display part of this concept. We overcame this by
deciding to implement the Shared Digital Notebook as
an iPad application.

PERSONALIZATION

CSV-4, DP-2
Tool allows CSs to easily view
their own specific data.

TOOL IS A PARTNER,
NOT A BOSS

EFFICIENCY AND TIME SAVING

CSV-1, CSV-3, DP-1
Tool helps CSs make
efficient use of time.

CSV-2, CSV-4, DP-2, DP-3
Tool is perceived as a partner that helps CSs
carry out their day-to-day responsibilities.

8.5
9.75

6.75
9
7.25

6.5

SURE OF TIME FRAME

Prototype to be completed
in a timely manner.

7

5.25

10

MINIMAL DISTRACTIONS

9.75

DP-4
Tool does not distract CSs
while they are driving.

6
7.5

6.5

8.5

INNOVATION

EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION

Tool is easy to prototype by
ourselves.

9.5

8.5

Tool introduces new methods of
improving the work process of CSs.

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

Tool relies on technology
that is readily available.

6.25 SHARED DIGITAL NOTEBOOK
8.00 GENEE

Product Radar Chart

Team Glacé for Genentech
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SELECTED CONCEPT 1: GENEE
RATIONALE

EVOLVED CONCEPT

In our research, we observed that CSs go through a
multitude of disparate paper and digital resources to
choose which accounts to visit. CSs have to take into
account many factors: distance to the practice, its priority, prescribers’ office hours, traffic, and many more. A
decision-support system that unifies these data sources
can help CSs optimize their time.

During concept validation, users stated they are visual
in nature and expressed concern about using a purely
audio-based system. We decided to provide visual
feedback by showing suggestions on an iPad screen.
Functionality from the Map-and-Table Based Target list
vision was incorporated as part of the visual component
to Genee.

INITIAL IDEA

Genee was inspired by a “Magic 8 Ball” – a CS in
need of a quick suggestion uses the “Magic 8 Ball” to
immediately get answers about who to visit next.
The Magic 8 Ball communicates with the iPad via
Bluetooth® and uses a ranking algorithm that takes into
account CS’s priorities when making recommendations.
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We also moved forward with imagining the Genee Ball
as a physical artifact CSs can operate. We decided
that the Genee Ball should be used as a voice remote
control to the iPad application. The Genee Ball would
interact with the user by speaking its responses, allowing
CSs to use the app even while driving to minimize visual
distractions.

The app provides a map where all prescribers in the immediate area are located.
Switching to Table View shows accounts
listed by priority, Sales Data, and zip code.

Shaking the Magic 8 ball prompts it to
make a suggestion based on three important factors: Target List, Sales Data, and
traffic situation.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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SELECTED CONCEPT 2: SHARED DIGITAL NOTEBOOK
RATIONALE

INITIAL IDEA

From our research we learned that CSs prefer using
paper to write down important information because of
its flexibility and legal concerns. They can more easily
adapt paper to their own organizational style. However,
piles of paper are not easy to search through or share
with others. CSs need to share important account information with each other, but do not have a convenient
way to do so. A Shared Digital Notebook that preserves
the sense of data ownership and personalization found
in the physical realm can combine the best of both
worlds.

The initial idea of Shared Digital Notebook was a
mixed-media system for recording, organizing, and
sharing information. CSs would have one flexible
display sheet for each account and be able to create
clusters of notes. It would give them more freedom to
organize information rather than being forced to enter
in data in the “system’s language”. They can easily get
new notes from their peers and add them to their own
working space.
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EVOLVED CONCEPT

Initially we wanted to implement this concept as a flexible display. However, the technology is still in its infancy.
We thought we would make more immediate impact by
leveraging existing devices. We chose to use the iPad as
our platform because all Genentech CSs are supplied
and trained in using it.

CSs organize their notes in the way that is
easy for them to find information, just as if
the notes were physical.

A CS can mount the Flexible Display on the
windshield. Here, a CS can see the Target
List and the map with directions to the
nearest important prescriber.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Final Concept

Our final concept is presented in its three constituents
parts with an overview of its features and functionality.

34 Introducing Genee
36 Get HCP Suggestions - Table View
38 Get HCP Suggestions - Map View
40 Account Notes
42 Genee Ball

Final Concept

INTRODUCING GENEE

After validating our ideas with CSs and peers, we moved
forward with the two most promising visions described
earlier: Genee and Shared Digital Notebook. These
ideas were most well-received in concept validation and
supported the most important CSs’ values and Design
Principles. The two visions are motivated by the same
underlying need to have timely access to information
when in the field.

GET HCP SUGGESTIONS

As a result, our final concept consists of an iPad application called Genee which has two sections: “Get HCP
Suggestions” and “Account Notes”, and a voice remote
control called “Genee Ball”. (HCP stands for Health
Care Provider.)

The “Account Notes” section allows CSs to create, update, and delete account-related notes that they share
with their teammates.
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The “Get HCP Suggestions” section provides an aggregated source for information needed to make efficient
decisions about which account to visit. Information
presented includes Target, Sales Data, estimated driving
time and prescriber’s availability. CSs can view data in
two modes: Table View or Map View.
ACCOUNT NOTES

GENEE BALL

“Genee Ball” provides a voice control to both parts of
the Genee application: “Get HCP Suggestions” and
“Account Notes”. The main purpose of this tool is to
eliminate visual distractions when CSs are driving.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Final Concept

“GET HCP SUGGESTIONS” – TABLE VIEW

Suggestions are presented in a table format, ranked by a
combination of:
−− Prescribers’ best hours, and
−− Estimated driving time from CS’s current location to
the practice.
Columns in the table contain additional information a
CS needs to know prior to visiting an account: driving
time, HCPs, Sales Data (PTP, R13, R6). If a user taps on
the button “See List” in a specific account’s row, then
the table expands to show:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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Names of prescribers associated with that account,
Prescribers’ best visit times,
Last Interaction dates,
Target (high, medium, low),
R13 (Rolling 13 week growth), and
My Rating.
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INTERACTIONS & FEATURES

1 Set filters (Target, My Rating) and the drug a CS is
promoting.
2 Sort suggestions table by: Account Name, Drive
(estimated driving time), HCPs, PTP, R13, R6.
3 Look up terms in Glossary for clarification.
4 Press on “See List” to see expand additional information about account: Prescribers, Best Time, Last
Interaction, Target, R13, and My Rating.
5 Switch to Map View to see all practices from the list
on the map relative to a CS’s current location.
6 Tap on an account or prescriber’s name in the list
to get redirected to the “Account Notes” part of the
application corresponding to that record.
7 Tap directions icon to get turn-by-turn directions.

3
5
1
2
6
7

4
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Final Concept

“GET HCP SUGGESTIONS” – MAP VIEW

The Map View displays the CS’s current location on the
map alongside practice locations as pins. Pins are numbered in the same way as practices are in the Table View.
By tapping on a pin, a pop-up containing additional
information about the practice appears.

INTERACTIONS & FEATURES

1 Set filters (Target, My Rating) and the drug a CS is
promoting.
2 Look up terms in Glossary for clarification.
3 Switch to the Table View to see the current set of
practices in table form (with the same filters applied).
4 Tap on account name in the tool-tip to get redirected
to the corresponding “Account Notes” part of the
application.
5 Tap directions icon to get turn-by-turn directions.
6 Tap on pins to expand tool-tip.
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2
3
1

4
5

6
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Final Concept

“ACCOUNT NOTES”

Each practice has its own page, which consists of
high-level categories for Physicians, Mid-Level, Nurses,
Staff, and Other. Clusters underneath the categories are
groupings of notes related to a specific person. Notes
can be color-coded and rearranged. Note types are predefined (e.g., Best Time) and specific to each category.

INTERACTIONS & FEATURES

1 Tap directions icon to get turn-by-turn directions.
2 Press on plus sign on the right of a high-level category panel to create a new subcategory (e.g., new
Physician, Mid-Level, Nurse, Staff Member, etc.)
3 Tap on a group of notes to see more information
about each note in the group. Groups of notes are
rearrangeable within their category. Notes are rearrangeable within their group.
4 Tap on the plus note to add a new note to a cluster.

40
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1

2
3
4
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Final Concept

“GENEE BALL”

“Genee Ball” is a spherically shaped artifact, made of
plastic and sized to fit comfortably in one’s hand. Genee
Ball acts as a voice control to the iPad application. Inside the “Genee Ball” there are:
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
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a microphone to pick up user’s speech,
an amplifier and speaker for audio output,
a rechargeable power source,
a Bluetooth® transmitter to connect to the iPad, and
a processor to make it all run.
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INTERACTIONS & FEATURES

1 Press on the G to turn Genee on.
2 Menu-driven: “Genee Ball” asks a user to select from
different options. Depending on the user’s answer,
“Genee Ball” provides corresponding information.
3 iPad application screens also change according to
user’s selections so that a user can see the results of
his/her requests on the screen at any time.

SolidWorks rendering of the “Genee Ball”

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

This section describes our low-fidelity prototyping
process and shows how our first prototypes work.
We also explain the testing process and present our
testing results, which include what worked, areas for
improvement, open questions, and considerations.

PROTOTYPING PROCESS
46 Objective
46 Execution
PROTOTYPE OVERVIEW
48 Get HCP Suggestions
50 Account Notes
51

Genee Ball
TESTING PROCESS

52 Objective
52 User Testing Methods
TESTING RESULTS
54 Get HCP Suggestions
64 Account Notes
70 Genee Ball

Low-Fidelity Prototyping

PROTOTYPING PROCESS
OBJECTIVE

EXECUTION

The low-fidelity prototyping stage focused on making visions more concrete and starting to give form to
ideas. During this stage we wanted to explore alternative ways CSs could input and interact with information.

We created a series of hand-drawn paper screens for
our low-fidelity prototypes. Paper prototyping helped
us work quickly and at low-cost to generate different
ways CSs could navigate through the app and complete tasks. We explored two versions of the “Get HCP
Suggestions” section, which contained different mechanisms for selecting priorities and viewing results (table,
map, or both on the same screen).
To simulate the experience of handling an iPad, we
made a foam-core hinged frame with an acetate overlay
to hold the paper screens. We also painted Styrofoam
balls of various sizes to create the first “Genee Ball”
prototypes.

46
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Creating various screens for our paper prototypes (see next page)

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Prototype Overview – “Get HCP Suggestions”
Tap here to see priority list

Low-Fidelity Prototyping
Version A

Tap anywhere to go
to the next screen

Version B1

Tap here to enter
“Get HCP Suggestions”

Drag options to the other
cloud to set priority

Version B2

Tap here to enter
“Get HCP Suggestions”

Version B3
Set priorities from
the drop-down list
48
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Tap here to see more information
about this account on the right panel

Tap options to set priority

Tap here to see directions to the account

Tap the Genee button to get suggestions
Go to Genee Suggestions
when priorities are selected,
otherwise go to Target List

TARGET LIST:
An un-prioritized list of all
accounts
Tap the G button to get suggestions

Tap here to see directions
to the account

Tap here to see all accounts
on the map

Go to Genee Suggestions
when priorities are selected,
otherwise go to Target List

m
st
Tap the G button to get suggestions

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Prototype Overview – “Account Notes”
Low-Fidelity Prototyping

Tap here to see directions to the account
Tap here to enter
“Account Notes”

Tap here to add a new note
Tap each account to see
its notes

50
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Tap on a group to zoomin the notes

Prototype Overview – Genee Ball

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

TESTING PROCESS
OBJECTIVE

For the first round of testing, our goal was to continue
validating concepts with users and identify any issues
they might have when navigating through the application or finding information. We also wanted to test
the “Genee Ball” concept again to see whether the result
would be different when they interact with the “Genee
Ball” prototype instead of looking at a drawing.
USER TESTING METHODS

Task-based scenarios: We gave our users sample scenarios for situations they may encounter in the field (e.g.
it’s 2 PM and you want to find out where to make a dropin) and asked them to use our tool to accomplish a task.

Think-aloud: During this time participants were asked
to vocalize their thought process, assumptions about the
interface and any difficulties they had understanding the
purpose or features.
A/B testing: We showed users different versions of the
“Get HCP Suggestions” interface so they could compare
and decide which versions are better for viewing and
entering information.
In-context: All prototype testing was conducted in the
car so CSs were reminded of the environment in which
they would use the application.
Debriefing interview: We gathered open-ended feedback on what aspects users liked or disliked, feature
requests, and suggestions for improvement.

52
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Pittsburgh, PA

Pittsburgh, PA
Washington,
Washington,
DCDC

Where we are
Where we went

Where we are
Where we went

Barbara
Patricia

Barbara
Patricia
Erin
Margaret

}

Erin
Margaret

}

Clinical Specialists

Clinical Specialists
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

TESTING RESULTS – “GET HCP SUGGESTIONS”
WHAT WORKED

−− CSs liked that Map View is centered on your location.
−− CSs liked that it showed nearby accounts.
−− CSs liked having the availability listed on the account
information page.

54
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Testing “Get HCP Suggestions” with a CS in her car
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

WHAT DIDN’T WORK
UNCLEAR SYSTEM TERMINOLOGY

While they knew whether or not to navigate to “Get
Suggestions” or “See Your Notes” within the context
of a task, they were unsure of how much the “Notes”
section encompassed or what they were going to “Get
Suggestions” about.
There were two versions of Genee’s main menu: “Get
Suggestions” and “See Your Notes”, and “Genee Mode”
and “Your Scrolls.” Unfortunately, users were confused
by latter names, and we decided to keep the names
simple.

“I like “Get Suggestions” and “See Your Notes”
better than “Genee Mode” and “Your Scrolls.” We
have enough funky vernacular that I don’t need any
more in my day.”
ERIN, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

56
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Users felt like they did not have enough context to understand the button and function names.
They were also very distracted by the “Genee” button
and were tempted to click on it because of the novel
name, even though they did not understand what its
function was.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

DISCOVERABILITY OF INTERACTION TECHNIQUES &
FUNCTIONALITY

Our paper prototypes did not include enough visual cues
on what operations were possible. Discoverability of
interaction techniques was poor.
Two of our four participants did a manual search instead of filtering by “Availability.” They went through
each account page to look at the availability column to
see if it matched their scenario.

58
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None of our participants used drag-and-drop to rearrange their priorities. Even though one of the screens
contained hint text explaining that priorities might be
dragged and dropped for rearranging, users thought
that by clicking on an option, it would add it the end of
the list. To reorder, they would clear the filters and add
them all over again.

“Drag-and-drop to rearrange was not obvious.”
BARBARA, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

CLUTTERED PRESENTATION

One version of our interface (B2) presented the table
and map on the same screen, which CSs felt was too
cluttered. They stated they would not need to see the
information represented in both ways at the same time.
They would use the table view to make quick comparisons between practices and click on a practice to get
the drill-down into account-specific information such as
location.

“Screen with table, map, and priorities is too busy.
Keep it simple.”
MARGARET, CLINICAL SPECIALIST
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REQUESTED MORE INFORMATION

Many of the CSs requested additional information be
presented that we had not considered or fully understood. We also found their information needs fluctuate
depending on the context.
If faced with a cancellation, users might find driving time
important if they are in a remote area versus an office
park with many nearby practices.

“I would add growth. So he’s a high priority but he’s
already 120% of plan then I wouldn’t choose to go
see him today. I’d go visit my high priority that is
80% to plan.”
MARGARET, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

OPEN QUESTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS
EXPERIENCED CSs PREFER TABLE VIEW

All of our participants said they would not use Map View
as often because they have a mental understanding of
where their accounts are geographically located, but
they felt the Map View may be useful to a CS new to the
territory.

62
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INDICATE HOW IMPORTANT ACCOUNTS ARE

Only some CSs receive Target Lists from their managers
indicating which HCPs should be visited sooner/more
frequently because of high probability of prescribing the
drug. However, all CSs have their own understanding
about which HCPs have more potential to prescribe the
drug and which ones should be visited more often.

“Rate relationships with doctors and take it into
account when making suggestions.”
MARGARET, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

TESTING RESULTS – “ACCOUNT NOTES”
WHAT WORKED

−− CSs liked the post-it concept and aesthetic.
−− CSs found the ability to share information on accounts with team is very helpful.
−− Drag-and-drop interaction was intuitive because
users were used to basic iOS interactions.
−− CSs liked being able to customize notes with colors.

“I think it’s fun! I like it!”
MARGARET, CLINICAL SPECIALIST
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Testing “Account Notes” with a CS in her car
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

WHAT DIDN’T WORK
CONFUSION ABOUT INTERACTION TECHNIQUES

CSs used their prior knowledge and experience with other devices when interacting with the paper prototype.
One CS was confused when she tried to zoom-in to the
notes’ category: she tried just to tap on the category
expecting it to appear in a larger pop-up window. She
explained that she uses the iDetail app often, and the
zoom-in interaction is done simply by tapping on the
object.
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COMPLIANCE AND FREE-FORM NOTES

All participants expressed reservations about whether this application would realistically be adopted by
Genentech. They admitted that while “Account Notes”
would be very useful for them, they believe they would
never be allowed to make free-text notes in official Genentech applications.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

OPEN QUESTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS
HANDLING NOTIFICATIONS

CSs agreed that the ability to share notes with the team
and to receive timely notifications could improve their
efficiency. They mentioned it was important to be notified as soon as possible when a new note is shared with
them.
One of the CSs said that she would like to categorize the
notes she shares with the team by their importance.
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“How about a new update that everybody needs to
know, that kinda has a star or something that says:
this information is important to everybody.”
MARGARET, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

SHARING

While we were concerned about whether or not the
notes CSs would write should be private or shared by
default, CSs said that all notes should be shared with
their team.
CSs explained that because notes would be pertaining
to accounts and practices only, so it would not contain
any personal or inappropriate details.

“I don’t think there’s enough going on for them to be
private... I think that’s personal preference.”
ERIN, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

“I think 90% of information will be shared.”
MARGARET, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Low-Fidelity Prototyping

TESTING RESULTS – “GENEE BALL”
OPEN QUESTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS

WHAT WORKED

−− CSs thought it would be useful while driving.
WHAT DIDN’T WORK
AN ADDITIONAL THING TO REMEMBER

One of the CSs thought that the ball would be an extra
burden.

“If I’m going to have to look at my iPad anyway, this
would be an extra step.”
ERIN, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

LOSING GENEE BALL

Users liked that “Genee Ball” comfortably fit in their
hands, but raised concerns about misplacing or losing
such a small object. They thought the shape of the ball
made it prone to rolling away. One of the users suggested that in order not to lose the “Genee Ball”, a special
cradle or holding system was needed.

“I’m afraid to lose it. It needs to be tethered or put
on a cradle.”
ERIN, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

“GENEE BALL” MAINTENANCE

Users, peers and experts raised questions about maintaining the ball. Since users would handle the ball daily
in their car, the material would have to be durable and
easy to clean.
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Testing “Genee Ball” with a CS in her car
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

In this section we show our Mid-Fidelity prototypes, describe the prototyping and testing process, and present
the testing results including: what worked, what didn’t
work as well as open questions and considerations.

74 Prototyping Process
76 Testing Process
80 Get HCP Suggestions
84 Get HCP Suggestions Test Results
86 Account Notes
88 Account Notes Test Results
90 Genee Ball
90 Genee Ball Testing

Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

PROTOTYPING PROCESS
OBJECTIVE

EXECUTION

Our Mid-Fidelity prototype marks the transition of our
concepts into the digital realm. We wanted to see how
users would interact with a prototype directly on the
iPad without our intervention. This also enabled users to
get near instant feedback when performing an action.
We also started to consider visual aspects such as layout
and information hierarchy.

We chose to design the Mid-Fidelity prototype in
Axure because we could quickly generate iPad screens
without spending time on coding. It allowed us to operate in faster cycles because of its built-in collaboration
features. With Axure, we could quickly deploy a webbased interactive HTML prototype.
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The Mid-Fidelity prototype was essentially a clickthrough of digital wireframes. The flow corresponded
to steps in specific real-world tasks CSs would undertake. If a user deviated from a scenario, they ran into
dead-ends in the prototype. The Mid-Fidelity prototype
was not robust enough to allow for free exploration.
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Pittsburgh, PA

San Francisco, CA

Washington, DC
Washington, DC

Where we are
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Where tests were conducted

Where tests were conducted
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1
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1
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2

Business Analysts
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1

}
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}

}

}

Barbara

Guerrilla Testing with
Clinical Specialists

}

Patricia

Barbara
Patricia

Expert Review
in Genentech Home Office

User Testing with
Clinical Specialists

User Testing with
Clinical Specialists

Expert Review
in Genentech Home Office
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

TESTING PROCESS
OBJECTIVE

USER TESTING METHODS

Our primary goal for the user testing on our Mid-Fidelity prototype was to show the users interactive
screen flows on an iPad, allow them to use the system
through pre-specified scenarios, and gather feedback
after tasks were completed. We also gathered data
about the content the application provides and started
thinking about the visual design of the tool.

Guerrilla user testing: We conducted guerrilla testing
with 12 CSs unfamiliar with our concept at a Genentech
regional sales meeting in Washington, D.C. Our goal
was to identify issues with the tool and opportunities for
extending its functionality. However, due to time constraints, it was difficult for users to become familiar with
the application. We got diverse points of view on their
decision making process and preferences for sharing information with their team. Each test was conducted with
one, two, or three CSs at a time which promoted open
discussion among participants.
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Guerrilla Testing at a CS regional sales meeting in D.C.
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

Task-based scenarios: We gave our users example
scenarios for situations they may encounter in the field
(e.g., it’s 2 PM and you want to find out where to make
a drop-in) and asked them to use our tool to accomplish
a task.
Debriefing interview: At the end of the testing session
we asked users open-ended questions about what they
felt was useful, what was not, and suggestions for how
the application could be improved.
Index card activity: Users also participated in an activity where they listed all factors they take into account
when choosing which HCP to visit. We also asked them
to define “Target List”, since we found there was no
agreed-upon definition in the low-fidelity prototype user
test.
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Expert review: We asked stakeholders from Genentech
home office to conduct an expert review of the app by
trying it out themselves using the field guide scenarios.
This helped us understand advantages and drawbacks
of our tool not only from CSs’ point of view, but also
from the point of view of two Business Analysts and one
UX Lead.
Peer review: We showed our Mid-Fidelity prototype
to our peers who have strong design and technology
backgrounds. Involving our peers helped us understand
potential issues with our Mid-Fidelity prototype and
think of ways to help fix them.

Peer Review

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

GET HCP SUGGESTIONS
SETTING PRIORITIES

For the low-fidelity prototype, we tested 3 different
interaction methods to set priorities:
1 a drag-and-drop “cloud” with a bank of options,
2 a series of drop-down lists, and
3 a drag-and-drop rearrangeable list.
For the Mid-Fidelity prototype, we decided to compromise aspects of the three options and created a new way
to set priorities.
4 From a listing of all options, users tap on priorities in
order of most to least important. A number in a circle
to the left of the item represents its rank.
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Other changes include:
−− Adding an option to choose which drug a CS is promoting today: for example, HCPs may have different
importance depending on the drug.
−− We expanded the list of priorities users can choose
from to include: Sales Indices, Availability, Size of
Practice, Estimated Driving Time to Practice, and
“My Rating”. These are the key pieces of information
CSs consider when making a decision about which
accounts to visit.

1

4

2

3
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

SEPARATE MAP AND TABLE VIEW

Users preferred to have the table and map screens be
separated because they did not think they would need to
see both at the same time. Additionally, they desired the
extra space to see more of the Table View.
We also decided to show the table as the default view after getting suggestions. Veteran CSs stated a preference
for the Table View because they are aware of where their
accounts are located. However, they believed the Map
View would be useful for new hires.
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1 TABLE VIEW CHANGES
We added important information CSs need to know
before making a visit: Prescribers’ Names, Addresses,
Estimated Driving Time to Practice, Sales Indices,
and Date of Last Interaction. We also added a link to
turn-by-turn directions for each account.
2 MAP VIEW CHANGES
For the Map View, we added visual feedback so CSs
could see their current location. Pins with suggested
practices relative to it also appear.

1

2
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

“GET HCP SUGGESTIONS” TEST RESULTS
WHAT WORKED

−− CSs liked the Table View and thought it was easy to
read.
−− CSs liked that the application would provide spoken
turn-by-turn directions to the next practice without
having to input the information on a GPS navigation
device.

WHAT DIDN’T WORK
SELECTING AND APPLYING FILTERS

Users were not aware that filters they set actually
change the data displayed on the table. The system
generates rankings according to user-defined priorities,
so the optimal account to visit would be the first one.
However, users looked through the entire table, sometimes picking an account that was lower in the list.
DIVERSE INFORMATION PREFERENCES

CSs felt that there should not be default priorities.
They wanted to be able to set their own priorities so
they felt ownership in the decision-making. From the
index card activity, we did not see a consistent pattern
CSs use to decide on which accounts to visit next. For
example, one CS did not consider sales data reliable,
whereas another depended on it.
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User Testing at a CS regional sales meeting in DC
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

“ACCOUNT NOTES”
DRAG-AND-DROP INTERACTIVITY

Users could rearrange the digital post-it notes by
dragging and dropping them.
GRID LAYOUT

Instead of complete freedom in positioning post-it notes,
the notes snap to a grid for more legibility.
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1

1 ADD NEW ACCOUNT SCREEN
We created a screen to demonstrate the process of
adding a new account to the notes application.

2

2 DETAILED PROCESS FOR ADDING NOTE
CSs can add a new note by tapping on the “New
Note” button on the top right of the screen. The note
appears in the center of the screen, and the virtual
keyboard slides up. CSs can enter information for the
note, pick a color, and save it.

Team Glacé for Genentech
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

“ACCOUNT NOTES” TEST RESULTS
WHAT WORKED

CSs liked:

WHAT DIDN’T WORK
UNCLEAR DATA PROVENANCE

−− drag-and-drop to rearrange notes,
−− that the notes are grouped, and
−− that notes are easy to move around and re-group.

“I like that [Account Notes], this goes along very
well with DocumentsToGo. Only this is going to have
it a lot more organized than me scrolling down.”
BARBARA, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

Sometimes users were unsure where the data from the
notes application would be coming from. They did not
know which parts of account notes they would have to
populate themselves versus what information would
already be in the system.
COMPLIANCE

All of our users were skeptical about free-form notes
because of compliance issues.
INFORMATION OVERLOAD

They expressed concern that notes would get cluttered
and contain irrelevant information if people had the
freedom to create and organize notes as they wanted.
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UNCLEAR WHICH AREAS WERE INTERACTIVE

Some CSs missed important functionality because they
did not recognize interactive areas in Mid-Fidelity prototype. CSs mistook flat buttons for labels.
Additionally, the “Genee Suggestions” table contained
links to the “Notes” part of the app. Users were not able
to get to the account information because the mechanism to get to notes from the table was to tap on the Account Name. However, there was no visual affordance
(e.g., underline to show it is a hyperlink) that suggests
you can tap on Account Name or Doctor Name. The
links on the table looked the same as other text.
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Mid-Fidelity Prototyping

“GENEE BALL”

Since the “Genee Ball” was envisioned as a separate
artifact, not an iPad application, we consulted with an
Industrial Design professor at Carnegie Mellon University. We met with him and discussed all aspects of prototyping a new product: materials, charging, storage,
cleaning, potential connection to system in a car, etc.
He recommended we get in touch with an industrial
design student to create CAD files so we could have a
prototype produced. We put together an Adobe Illustrator file with instructions and met with the Industrial
Design student. She prepared the CAD files for us and
gave us several renderings of the prototype.
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“GENEE BALL” TESTING

The “Genee Ball” was not tested in this iteration.

Prototyping instructions for industrial designer

High-Fidelity Prototyping

In this section we show our High-Fidelity prototypes, describe the prototyping and testing process, and present
the testing results including: what worked, what didn’t
work as well as open questions and considerations that
will be included in the final prototype.

94 Prototyping Process
96 Testing Process
98 Get HCP Suggestions
100 Account Notes
104 Genee Ball

High-Fidelity Prototyping

PROTOTYPING PROCESS
OBJECTIVE

EXECUTION

Our High-Fidelity prototype marks the transition from
static click–throughs to a dynamic HTML proof-ofconcept. We wanted to see how users would interact
with a prototype that would behave in the same way a
fully implemented solution would. The visual aspects
such as layout and information hierarchy are more formally fleshed out.

For the third round of designing and testing the tool
we created an interactive prototype using HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript. Creating the prototype in this
medium allowed greater flexibility and richness of interaction. Instead of being constrained to a set of interaction techniques or assets within prototyping tools, we
could create our own interactions from scratch or modify
existing ones from libraries such as jQuery, MixItUp, and
Google Maps API.
We also created a fake database, which was stored
as a JSON object. While implementing the prototype,
we kept the structure and semantics separate from the
styling.
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Coding our High-Fidelity prototype

Team Glacé for Genentech
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High-Fidelity Prototyping

TESTING PROCESS
OBJECTIVE

Our goal for the final round of testing was to understand whether CSs unfamiliar with our concept would:
−− Be able to navigate through the app on their own.
−− Successfully leverage the majority of the application’s
functionality.
−− Find out if the data provided was sufficient for them
to make a decision.
USER TESTING METHODS

Open-ended scenarios: We gave our users example
scenarios for situations they may encounter in the field
(for example, it’s 2 PM and you want to find out where
to make a drop-in) and asked them to use our tool to
accomplish a task. Users were free to explore the application further without risk of hitting a dead end.
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Category review: Similar to card-sorting, we wanted to
make sure that pre-defined note categories and their hierarchy make sense for all CSs we participated with. For
example, “Best Time” should be under physicians and
mid-level HCPs like Nurse Practitioners, but not under
staff members.
A/B testing: We prepared two separate color versions of
our application. One was austere and legible, the other
one was more colorful and fun. We sent both versions to
CSs who participated in our final user test to get their
opinion on which version they thought would better
serve their needs.
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High-Fidelity Prototyping

“GET HCP SUGGESTIONS”
SORTING AND FILTERING

Filters can be set directly on the Table View and Map
View instead of on a separate screen. When filters are
changed, the rows on the table animate to show how
the data changes in response to user action. Additionally, we limited filtering to “My Rating” and “Target”.
Mid-Fidelity prototype filters such as Driving Time, Sales
Data became sortable columns on the table.
On the Map View, pins for each account appear and disappear depending on the filters set. Users are not able
to sort in the Map View. Account information is presented in a tool-tip after a user taps on a pin.
SUGGESTIONS ARE ACCOUNT-BASED

Each row in the “HCP Suggestions” is now an account
rather a prescriber. This makes it easier for CSs to see all
prescribers associated with that account, versus having
that account show up on different spots on the list.
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Main Menu
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21 Accounts
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Glossary

� Map View
MY RATING

↻ Refresh

WHAT DIDN’T WORK

WHAT WORKED
SUFFICIENT INFORMATION PRESENTED

We uncovered more of users’ data needs and incorporated them into the High-Fidelity prototype after conducting our low- and mid-fidelity prototype tests. By
the time we tested the High-Fidelity prototype, users
thought the “Get HCP Suggestions” data was comprehensive enough for them to make decisions.
UNIFIED PLACE FOR INFORMATION NEEDS

CSs found that having a unified place to access all their
information proved to be very useful, instead of having
to look for data through all their sources.

“[Genee] looks 10 times better than what we have
now. It is a big improvement to what we use now.”

Some CSs expressed that R13 (Rolling 13 Week Sales
Growth) is not enough to gauge an account’s standing.
They requested to add R6 (Rolling 6 Week Sales Growth)
so they would better be able to gauge the change between
each. Other CSs did not have any use for R13 or R6.
OPEN QUESTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS
GENEE AS A PLANNING TOOL

Users were satisfied with getting HCP recommendations, but many of them wanted to use Genee to plan for
future sales calls.

“We need to see sales figures... This will totally be a
planning tool for a day, a week, a month...”
AIDEN, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

JACOB, CLINICAL SPECIALIST
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High-Fidelity Prototyping

ACCOUNT NOTES
STRUCTURED NOTES

Based on user feedback, we changed the notes section
of our application to contain predefined categories
and data types for account information a CS would
want to record and view. To come up with these categories, we looked at information CSs write in their notebooks and asked them what they would find useful to
share with their team. Examples include best time to visit
a prescriber, dietary restrictions or vacation times.
NOTES ARE ALWAYS SHARED

Notes were private by default in the previous prototyping iterations. Many Clinical Specialists requested notes
to be shared by default after they used our High-Fidelity
prototype. Since there would be no free-form texting, all
information would be valuable to everyone in the team.
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User testing with our High-Fidelity prototype

Team Glacé for Genentech
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High-Fidelity Prototyping

WHAT DIDN’T WORK

WHAT WORKED
SUFFICIENT INFORMATION PRESENTED

COMPLIANT LANGUAGE

Over the course of two iterations, we uncovered more of
users’ data needs and incorporated them into the prototype. By the time we tested the High-Fidelity prototype,
users thought the “Account Notes” data was comprehensive enough for them to make decisions. Users
suggested only a few additional non-critical tidbits they
thought would be helpful.

Some participants were concerned about the terms we
used in the “Account Notes” application such as “Influencer” or “Dislikes Reps”.

“I know that we all have to input that at some point.
A short-term work for a long term gain, but totally
worth it.”
SOPHIA, CLINICAL SPECIALIST
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“That would never make it: Influencer. It is a legal
issue. Anything that looks like we are driving business
always makes me laugh because we’re salespeople,
we’re supposed to.”
MELISSA, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

OPEN QUESTIONS & CONSIDERATIONS
ON-BOARDING

ADD MID-LEVEL ROW FOR PAs AND NPs

CSs may be reluctant to migrate data from their physical
notebooks to the digital space. Initially populating all of
the data in the notes app would prove to be an obstacle
to overcome. We recommend delegating different members of the territory team to be responsible for entering
in different parts of the information.

CSs thought that it would be useful to break out the
prescriber row so that only MDs show up on the top.
They wanted the physicians and mid-level prescribers
separated. They requested that mid-level prescribers
get their own row underneath the MD row so that they
would easily be able to locate them on the notes section
of the application.

“If you roll it out right; if you had each territory
board sit down, the company sets one day for data
input and somebody was in charge of inputting email
addresses, somebody else was in charge of best time,
that’s when it would go well.”
MELISSA, CLINICAL SPECIALIST

Team Glacé for Genentech
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High-Fidelity Prototyping

“GENEE BALL”

“Genee Ball” concept was developed further. We sent
the CAD file that the CMU Industrial Design student
prepared for us to manufacture a 3D model. The vendor
used the PolyJet method, which applies a UV light to
cure a liquid photo-polymer. We purchased a self-powered speaker with Bluetooth® connectivity that fits inside
the ball. We placed the speaker inside the “Genee Ball”
prototype and prepared audio files from scripts that
were played through the “Genee Ball” prototype to do
Wizard-of-Oz testing with stakeholders in South San
Francisco.
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“Genee Ball” 3D rendering
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